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The Staghorn Crown 
Preview Chapters 

Author’s Note 
 

What is the Staghorn Crown? 

The Staghorn Crown is first novel in the Staghorn Crown Quintet.  
 

Each of these five novels takes place in Brylennia. The Staghorn Crown Quintet is one 

entrypoint into my A Thousand Watchful Eyes, a nine-novel series also taking place in 

Brylennia.  

 

How do I read more than these chapters? 

If you are interested in reading more, or supporting the series, please visit 

Patreon.com/CurtisWritesBooks 

 

How does becoming a patron help the author? 

Your support allows me to keep my sites ad free, hire artists for cover and concept 

art, and create higher quality print and digital publications.  

 

Thank you for reading,  and enjoy! 

 

-Curtis   
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Prologue 

Tava 

Tava spent four years living in the seaside fortress, not once forgetting the 

day she arrived. She remembered traveling in a little horse-drawn cart when she was 

nine. Her mother loaded her into it, saying nothing until Tava asked why she needed 

to leave her home. 

“For a debt,” her mother said. 

For a debt.  

Those three words were burned into Tava’s memory, and for four years, she 

wondered what they meant. She remembered them more than everything else her 

mother said. More than I love you, more than I will see you when you return. It was the 

same for only a handful of  girls in the Sisterhood, yet when she asked anyone at 

what it meant, no person would tell her what the debt was. No teacher would answer 

her with clear words. 

Your mother owed a life to the Sisterhood.  

That was all they would say, as if they were trained to speak that very phrase. 

She knew the answer was somewhere, that a servant of their religious order kept a 

record of her mother’s debt. Tava assumed it was written and kept until her mother 

would pay,  but she didn’t know where to begin looking. The Stellaria’s isolation 

limited any letter writing, and part of her mother’s repayment involved not keeping 

a correspondence.  She thought of asking her mother about everything after 

returning home, but Tava doubted she could wait six years.  

For Celesa, another girl in the cart, her mother had passed away. Most of the 

girls in the cart had no family to take care of them. They were truly orphans, and 

Tava was the only girl with a living mother. They spent the entire ride mostly in 

silence, journeying towards the mountain at the Western sea, where the Stellaria 

waited for them. A few girls in the cart cried. It was a monstrous castle, they heard - or 
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was it more than one castle? The rumors changed from town to town, and only the 

travelers who had successfully traversed the Starlit Pass would know.  

They watched the trees fade into hills and moors, and then into 

half-mountains as they traveled westward. A dark jagged speartip of a mountain 

peeked over the horizon, and for days it grew larger and broader. From a distance, a 

black tower could be seen, and then two. There were twelve in all, but to the 

un-experienced traveler, the towers blended into the mountain’s side, easily 

mistaken for rocky protrusions.  As they made their way closer, the central tower 

became more prominent. It climbed into the sky obscured by clouds at the very top.  

The entrance of the first gate opened like a mouth to swallow Tava and 

Celesa, and they saw the shimmers of black protection magic shifting in and out of 

the outer brick wall. The first gate was a trading post and the first defense against 

any inland incursion. To Tava, the fortress looked like a prison, but the women sent 

to greet them and feed them, to teach them and care for them, quickly made their 

welcome comfortable. They reassured them that they would enjoy their stay, but 

Tava didn’t want to stay. She didn’t want to live  in the Stellaria for six years, and she 

didn’t want to  serve their cause wherever they sent her when she was old.  

Every day, her mother’s words bubbled to the front of her lip. She questioned 

why she would ever condemn her to a life of service for a debt. 
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Chapter One  

Rule Breakers 

 

While the second gate was their home, it was too familiar to them. All the 

courtyards, living quarters, libraries, and the school were the places they spent their 

days and nights. For other orphans, living in the second gate was satisfying enough. 

In fact, for many, it was a better life than their former villages could provide for 

them.  While Tava and Celesa had seen more of the Stellaria than any other children 

their age, they were ready to see even more.   

Tava and Celesa were explicitly told not to leave the boundaries of second 

gate of the Stellaria, but they did anyway. After four years, Tava and Celesa explored 

every hallway and passage they could sneak into.  They were experts at hiding, and 

adept at stashing secret treasures for each other to find.  They even once discovered 

the entrance to a tunnel near a statue behind the library, but Celesa was too scared to 

crawl through it to the other side.  Now that Tava was thirteen, she felt she had 

experienced everything that the second gate had to offer.  

 The two of them shared a room with two small beds next to each other. Tava 

laid on one bed, and Celesa laid on her belly reading a book.  Her teacher, Lady 

Nyallostos, leant the book to her that morning, and she nearly done reading it. As 

usual Celesa tried to ignore Tava, hoping to finish the last page of a chapter. 

“Let’s cross over tonight,” Tava said to Celesa. “We’ll sneak out after the 

ceremony, after Quinn and Rhea are confirmed.”  

Celesa said nothing, continuing to read. Tava sighed. Until they were each 

fifteen, the Sisterhood would not confirm them as members, and their access to the 

rest of the Stellaria was limited. They were considered just orphans, just 

apprentices.  None of them yet earned the title of  Servant or Sister, and just like the 

other girls living at the Stellaria, their lives were spent waiting, training, and 
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anticipating the day when they were prepared to leave. None of her closest friends 

were confirmed either. Celesa and Tava were too young, and Rhea just turned 

fourteen. Quinn was sixteen, but she missed her confirmation for reasons that 

neither Rhea nor Quinn would share with her. 

After their confirmation, then, and only then, would they be allowed to travel 

from the Stellaria’s gates, riding east or sailing west. They would explore Brylennia 

and spread Niyalsay’s teachings. 

Tava couldn’t wait another day. 

She tried again. “We can add a statue to your map.” 

 “Lyssien!” she whispered, looking up at Tava. She then walked over to her 

bookcase and reached behind a the last three books, producing a small folded paper. 

After spreading the map out on her writing desk, she touched her finger to a small 

circle. “Her statue should be here…” She hesitated and then pointed to another circle, 

“Or here.”  

For Celesa, the third gate was the most interesting part of the Stellaria; it was 

where every book she read came to life. The third gate housed countless statues of 

former members of the Sisterhood, long-dead ancestors, and memorials rich with 

Stellarian history. It made sense to her that the third gate also housed the Great Hall, 

where every important ceremony was held. After each celebration, they would make 

sure to leave the Great Hall early, hiding until every member of the Sisterhood went 

to their living quarters. It was difficult, but they  learned which members of the 

Sisterhood left their posts early, and which times to sneak across.  

Tava sat up on the bed, searching for the right words. She had a plan tonight. 

“We could explore the third gate again, or, Celesa … ” she started. “Celesa, we could 

go to the fourth gate.” 

“Why? That’s too far, and too dangerous. We could just look at the statues in 

the third gate and come back before dawn.” 
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“There’s a statue past the fourth gate…” Tava started. Celesa’s eyes grew 

wider, and Tava knew she had her in that moment. “Milly told me her older sister 

saw it when she was helping a craft-bearer stock armor.” 

“Millina Turner’s a liar,” said Celesa. “She speaks too much about things she 

doesn’t know.” 

“It’s worth the risk,” said Tava. “The fourth gate is abandoned. We’d just have 

to cross Finren’s crossing…” 

“That’s insane!” said Celesa.  

“It’s just up the mountain side. I heard there’s a crypt and a tunnel to the 

Western Tower. Milly heard -  

“She doesn’t know what she’s saying! They’re always rumors.” 

“She heard it from Lady Nyallostos.” 

It was with those words that Tava won Celesa’s heart. Lady Nyallostos was 

the only teacher Celesa trusted so much that any word she said must have been 

truth.  

Celesa knew of Finren’s Crossing, but she had never seen it; the bridge and 

path connected the first three gates at the base of the mountain to the other nine at 

the top.   A treacherous river flowed there, emptying out to the sea. She could 

already feel the part of her mind that planned their adventures. She looked at Tava, 

wondering why she suggested crossing tonight.  

“I’ll go with you to the fourth gate, but no further,” said Celesa. 

Tava smiled slightly, holding onto the one part of Milly’s rumor that 

interested her.  If they could make it to the crypt, and if the tunnel existed, they 

could reach the Western Tower where the Sisterhood kept their archives and 

histories of most of the orphans. She heard her mother’s words again: for a debt. 

She longed for that adventure now, hoping to find the answers to all her questions.  

 

*** 
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Lady Nyallostos watched from the window of the Great Hall. In the corner of 

her eye, she saw a magpie land in the southern belfry. The Grand Matron is here, she 

thought. The ceremony could begin. For many orphans, it would be the first time the 

Grand Matron directly addressed them. For others, it would be the first time she 

graced them with a lesson. After the ceremony, they would be confirmed Stellarian 

sisters. When the Grand Matron arrived, all eyes watched her. In one hand she held 

a long gold and silver staff, a mark that she was the leader of their order.  

The stage had two tiers. On the first, ten seats were placed on either side, 

facing the center. The Grand Matron stood atop the second tier, awaiting the girls to 

take their places. The eldest faces peeked from the mezzanine, while the younger, 

busier women crowded the ground floor.  Along the semi-circular path that encased 

the stage, several of the eldests Sisters enchanted the room with light. While there 

were twenty spaces for the girls to occupy, only eighteen arrived by the time the 

ceremony was scheduled to begin. Whispers from the youngest girls began to collect 

in a tiny cloud of worry. The names Quinn and Rhea floated through the audience 

with other words like irresponsible,  careless, and late.   

The Grand Matron raised her staff with one hand, and in a singular 

commanding motion, touched it to the floor. A loud resounding clack like a gavel 

against wood echoed through the Great Hall and summoned the women to a 

traditional silence. Although she came to honor twenty orphans at the ceremony, 

and only eighteen arrived, the ceremony would continue as planned. She didn’t need 

to say a word to remind them. 

Each of the eighteen girls wore a mark of their profession. Some wore circlets 

while others wore bracelets. Some came with hand-made tools of their trade.  It was 

their way of showing which teacher trained them, which trade they apprenticed. 

Their tools and headpieces represented every day of hard work, every drop of effort 

they expended. As a token of their gratitude for becoming a Stellarian Sister, each 

apprentice needed to present an object to the Grand Matron. She, in turn, would 
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bless the object with protective magic of her own. The craft-bearers, the masters of 

each trade, smiled as each girl stepped forward with their fellow apprentices.  

 

 

The gardeners went first. They wore wooden circlets, adorned with leaves 

from the Rowan Wood. Lady Clarimond smiled as they walked forward, proud of 

each of them. She too wore a wooden circlet from her confirmation, adjusted to fit 

her after years passed. The stable-master’s girls presented a saddle bag to the Grand 

Matron - a Stellarian symbol of preparedness.  

Mistress Kejal smiled as her team of girls presented their common-books, 

notes,and illustrations of all the birds that roosted in the aviary. Mistress Kejal 

would take the best common-book for the archives in the Western Tower. The 

library of Stellarian history had been built this way for centuries. After confirmation, 

her girls  would travel the farthest from the Stellaria, along with Lady Dalisay’s 

students - those who studied all the creatures in nature.  

The Grand Matron began to smile, just so slightly, a small, proud smile. 

The girls trained to become sailors wore blue circlets embellished with shells, 

and the masons wore polished stone crowns to show off their craft. They removed 

them from their own heads, placing the pieces solemnly on the altar. Yet, the 

forgemaster’s girls were nowhere to be seen.  

When their time came, a mark of disappointment grew in the corner of the 

Grand Matron’s mouth. Her eyes shifted to Lady Nyallostos, their teacher. 

Where was Quinn? Where was Rhea? Her eyes seemed to communicate those to 

questions with every pass. The forgemaster’s girls were usually the last to be 

confirmed, and in their tradition, they showed off their metalwork from their 

studies: a dagger, a sword, or a shield... and of course, their circlets, usually wrought 

from gold or bronze, or any metal of their choosing.  

As the ceremony came to a close, murmurs began again. The forge-masters 

of the Stellaria were always present, as they fulfilled the age-old role of creating 
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armor and weapons.  Even in a time of peace, they were given this honor. They 

needed to hammer the impurities out of the metal and twist them into shape, 

folding and scoring the tiny plates into leaves. They weaved magic into every piece of 

metalwork, and some would say that their souls were worked into every fiber of iron. 

It took months to make the finished work. It was tradition that they display their craft 

at the ceremony. Without tradition, the Stellaria would be nothing - many of them 

agreed.  

Where were they?  

Lady Nyallostos eyed the orphans nervously, searching the crowds of 

gathering women for the faces of her two apprentices. She avoided the Grand 

Matron’s gaze.  

She had told them many times the value of time! As blacksmiths, they knew it 

from their craft! They should have been there first! 

 One girl whispered, “How embarrassing,” but quickly quieted herself when 

the when Lady Nyallostos glared. Her kind face was rarely so serious. She was 

heartbroken. Quinn crafted the most intricate shield she had seen, and Rhea made a 

short-sword, yet they were not there to share them. 

The blessings ended. Eighteen confirmed sisters were ready to leave, and the 

ceremony was over. Eighteen girls would embark on their journey eastward, or 

farther south, learning the ways of the world. Two would not.   

Where had they been?  They will train in the Stellaria for another year at least! And 

then, only then, would the Grand Matron allow them their confirmation.   
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Chapter Two 

Moonlight 

 

That night,  as they hurried through the third gate, Tava and Celesa made 

sure no one would see them. Celesa, being small, peered around each stony tower 

checking for any adults or orphans that could recognize her.  Tava pressed her back 

against a wall bordering the courtyard, taking the least amount of space that she 

could. They moved as a team, an almost synchronized partnership, over the long 

whispergrass and past a statue of a former Stellarian sister. In these hours after 

dusk, the statue’s face was barely visible.  

They took quick strides at a time, moving by starlight, tracing pathways that 

Celesa had drawn for them: first the well, then the sanctuary, a long walk past the 

Fountain of Lyssien, and a short hike uphill to  a meadow beyond the northern grove 

of plum trees. As they passed through the trees, Celesa marveled at the enchantment 

used to grow them.  In the moonlight, she could see the golden threads of magic still 

fresh on their boughs. She hoped Tava could see them too. It was hard, Celesa 

imagined, for anything to grow without magic at this height in the mountain 

fortress.  

They climbed up a short set of steps overgrown with more whispergrass and 

moss.  

“How large is the third gate?” asked Tava, breathlessly. “Shouldn’t we be at 

the end by now?” 

The  moon had fully risen in the sky, and all the stars were clear. It was only 

another stride to the abandoned abbey. They stepped inside, through a small alcove 

for servants. Tava was sure that no one followed them, but she held a finger to her 

lips to remind Celesa to keep quiet.  
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Tava shivered out of excitement and cold, knowing that their plan would 

work with just the right patience. 

“Just remember,” said Tava. “If we’re caught, we tell them we were looking 

for statues again.” 

“If we’re caught, we’re done. I don’t think any girl’s been this far. Well… none 

that we know.” 

“It’s worth every risk. We have to see what’s up there! There’s a chance we’ll 

never see the Western Tower, if we don’t try.  You don’t think they saw us leaving the 

ceremony early, do you?” 

“No,” said Celesa. She took a moment of silence, reliving the night’s events in 

her mind. “They couldn’t have. They were too mad at Quinn and Rhea for being late.” 

Tava felt a flush of guilt, wondering if it was partially her fault. “Let’s not talk 

about it,” she said.“It’s better if we stay quiet.” The two girls eyed the ground before 

looking up at each other. Minutes passed, and Celesa began to have second 

thoughts. It could be dangerous; it could be foolish. She scratched her head and 

watched Tava crouch on the ground, drawing designs with a stick in the abandoned 

abbey’s dusty floor to pass the time. They needed only to wait a few more minutes, 

and then the last bell would ring over the Stellaria, sending the younger orphans to 

sleep, and the older women to their beds as well. 

“My craft should be drawing,” said Tava. “I would be good at that. I could 

apprentice with Mistress Kejal this Spring, and after my confirmation, I could travel 

across Brylennia and draw everything I see.”  

“Where would you go?” 

“I would ride to the Steeps,” she said. “Or maybe sail to the Southern Reach.” 

“What about the Southern Plaines?”  

Tava was quiet for a moment. Her craft should involve adventure too. She 

wanted to travel and keep a common-book of drawings like Lady Dalisay’s 

apprentices.  Never wanting to stay tied to one place, she could not imagine herself 
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confined to a village. Most of all, she could not imagine returning to the Southern 

Plaines. 

“What about them?” asked Tava quietly. The fields of her home rushed into 

her mind. She could smell the grassy fields and fresh leaves that marked the 

boundary between her home and Rowan Wood.  “The Southern Plaines are my old 

home. My mother is there - my real mother - and she wouldn’t want to see me.” 

“How do you know that?” asked Celesa. 

“Why else would I be here?” Tava’s eyes glared at Celesa seriously. She heard 

the words again in her head. “My mother gave me to the Stellaria.” 

Celesa wanted to remind Tava that she couldn’t remember her parents. A 

silence grew between the two of them again, and neither girl said a word. While it 

was not forbidden to talk about their past homes, they rarely did. Tava hadn’t asked 

anyone about the debt that her mother owed for a long time, resolving to figure it 

out herself after so many teachers gave her the standard response. The crackle of 

night bugs shifted through the trees. The wind picked up. Tava wiped her hand 

across her drawing, finding the right way to change the subject. 

“I want to see the crypt tonight. Maybe it’s really like they say... Somewhere 

beyond the fourth gate - Milly said the steps lead downward.” 

“Where?” 

“That’s where the tunnel leads… to the Western Tower.”   

Tava had a feeling that beneath the crypt was more than she could imagine. It 

wasn’t just the ancestors of their order. There could be anything hiding in those 

tunnels. She had the same feeling about the Western Tower. Maybe she would find 

the answers she needed, and maybe she wouldn’t. In either case, it was better than 

sitting in the second gate.  

Celesa understood her restlessness; she finished Lady Nyallostos’s book and 

needed another. The Western Tower was where they kept all the old tomes that 

Stellarian Sisters had recorded, including the archived books. Celesa imagined an 
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endless wealth of secret spells lived in their pages, but she was unsure if they would 

ever make it to the crypt, or if any tunnel actually existed.  

 

The fourth gate was a maze.   

Natural light kept most of the Stellaria beautiful and serene during the day, 

but at night, the towers loomed crookedly under moonlight. From where they stood, 

the dark spires reached endlessly into the sky. Celesa watched a pack of birds swirl 

past the moon.   

To get to the crypt, they had to cross through three passageways, two of 

which were barely lighted. What little illumination came from the arch-shaped 

windows would prove necessary for find the right steps. If they lit their torches too 

soon, they would risk exposing their position. Even at a far distance, any person 

would be able to see their torches blazing through the windows. Only after the third 

passageway would they  light their torches and walk through Finren’s Crossing, the 

long twisting pathway that connected the lower half of the mountain to the rest. 

Traveling through the passageways was mostly guesswork, but as long as they 

moved northward, they would reach Finren’s Crossing. 

Over time, more and more rocks had given way beneath, yet the unbreakable 

stone archways held the bridge in place. Like any rarely use portion of the Stellaria, 

all the passageways of the fourth gate were unclean, insect-ridden places, with 

enchantments to scare intruders away. Most enchantments were harmless, but they 

both resolved to be careful.  

At first, they moved through each passage slowly. By the time they reached 

the third, however,  they ran. It was in the hallway of the third passageway that they 

had realized how far they were. The Stellaria they knew was gone. They were too far 

from home, too far from the safe place where all their friends lived, worked, and 

slept. This part of the Stellaria was the opposite of everything they had known. The 

walls were cold and dewy in the night air; rats scurried from the dark corners of each 
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passageway. Celesa didn’t seem to mind, but to her surprise, Tava couldn’t stand 

them.  

“Is this place a dungeon?” asked Tava, seeing a pair of shackles barely kissed 

by starlight.  “Is that why we’re not allowed here?” Her voice had a slight tremble that 

only her friends would notice.  “Do they lock us up here? Is that what happens?” 

A cold bristle of fear touched Celesa’s neck. “I hope not.” 

The two of them moved faster, seeing a beam of light in the distance. There 

pace quickened, and they were sure they heard someone behind them. They knew it 

wasn’t possible, but still the feeling grew. When they came to end of the hallway, 

they realized they had reached the first watchtower. Three arch-shaped windows 

opened in the side of the wall.  

Celesa looked around. It was a circular room, big enough to hold four people 

at maximum. Two of the smaller windows looked like they once held stained glass, 

as colorful fragments stuck inward from the edges of stone. The center window was 

also missing glass, but the sharp ends were clear. 

“This is the watchtower!” said Celesa “This is where our the first Sisters 

guarded the Stellaria, before it was the Stellaria,” she said. She squinted her eyes at 

Tava, seeing if she understood.“The boats came there. Look, you can see the water 

from here!” 

She pointed, and Tava looked; the sea shimmered beneath the moon. Tava 

imagined the boats sailing forward, the black and silver sails of the last Queen of the 

Sea Kingdoms - Lyssien the Golden.  

“The first High Matron,” said Tava. “She and her husband gave up their 

crowns to serve the realm.” 

“You do remember some things,” said Celesa. A cold breeze pushed through 

the watchtower. Celesa turned to her Tava. She wanted to leave;  she wasn’t sure 

where it came from, but it was the strongest feeling she had felt all night, stronger 

than her doubting Millina, and stronger than her fear of being caught. She looked at 

Tava, whose eyes were still gathering moonbeams from the sea. 
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“We know our way back,” said Celesa. “Let’s go home now.” 

“Wait,” said Tava. “Not yet... That’s where the crypt is.”  

She pointed out of the arch-shaped window at the windy stone structure that 

crawled into the sky, flanked on one side by a set of large towers, one after the other 

- each built into the side of the mountain itself.  

“I don’t want to go,” said Celesa. She mulled over her words, seeing Tava’s 

eyes lighting up at the idea that they were so close.  

Tava smiled at her.  

“We have come so far,” said Tava, taking Celesa by the hand and leading her 

forward through the last hallway.  

As they left the third passage, they came upon the bridge at Finren’s 

Crossing. Celesa’s eyes grew wide at the sight of it. She seemed to freeze in place. 

Although she could see where it lead, half of the pathway lay in shadow, obscuring 

every detail. 

“Tava, how do you know where we are going?” Celesa asked. “You had to ask 

me to plan our way through the third gate, but how do you know this place so well?” 

“I spend a lot of time looking at this tower,” said Tava. “I guess I just 

imagined the best way through.” 

“That doesn’t make sense,” said Celesa. “What about the last hallway?” 

“I was guessing.” 

 

Crossing the bridge was easy until they reached the shadows. A sudden 

onslaught of wind began, as if the mountain knew that they weren’t allowed to pass. 

Celesa hugged her arms around her chest to keep warm. Tava bent over slightly 

while walking, doing the same. As the bridge became a pathway, Celesa and Tava 

pressed themselves against the rock wall of the mountain, hoping not to fall below. 

Neither girl could see much of the path ahead of them, but when Tava took out the 

torch, a gust of wind knocked her off balance, and the torch tumbled to the rocky 
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bottom below. Each step felt steeper than the next. At the very bend where the 

pathway turned, Celesa slipped on a rock. 

“Tava!” Celesa screamed. She grabbed at any rock that would hold her, and 

found Tava’s hand clutching what little cloth she could of Celesa’s clothing. She 

pulled her up to safety. 

“It’s too dark!” said Celesa. “We’ll die if we keep going.” 

“We can’t go back now,” Tava said. She reached  into her pocket. “Where is 

it?” she asked herself. She muttered softly, but Celesa could still hear her words. “I 

know I have it in one of these pockets.” 

Celesa eyed Tava nervously, hoping that whatever Tava brought wasn’t 

dangerous. There was only one time before then that Tava acted so nervously, and 

both of them needed to visit a healer afterwards. 

“Here it is,” said Tava. She held up what looked like a small smooth stone.  

“A stone?” said Celesa. 

“The stone,” said Tava. “This is Rhea’s stone” 

Celesa snatched it from Tava, putting it in her own pocket. “Rhea wouldn’t 

want us using this. Is this why they were late? Were they looking for it? Do you know 

how much trouble it would bring her? She shouldn’t have made this in the first place. 

She wouldn’t have made it, if she knew how dangerous it was.” 

Tava reached into her other pocket and pulled out a cloth, wrapping it 

carefully around her hand. “Rhea said I could use it,” she lied. “It shouldn’t burn if I 

do the spell correctly.” 

“It might still hurt,” said Celesa. “It hurt Rhea when she tried the first time.” 

“We need light either way. We won’t be able to see our way there or back 

without a torch.” She spoke softly, as if each word was important. “Give me the 

stone.” 

Even on this dark side of the mountain, Celesa could tell Tava was nervous. 

She handed the stone over reluctantly, unsure if she did it for their own survival or 

for her own curiosity. Tava began to picture fire, and then stopped. She held her arm 
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out to the side and looked away, keeping the bandaged hand and stone far from 

Celesa’s face. Then, she started again. She closed her eyes, doing as she once saw 

Rhea do. She breathed in slowly, feeling the air around her, letting her mind and 

body slow down and match the stillness of the stone. It was as if she was descending 

a stairway in her own mind that lead to a place of infinite creation. 

When the image was fixed in her mind, she spoke. “Fire,” she said.  

 An intense sting of heat pierced through Tava’s heart and down her arm, 

slithering towards her hand, where it encircled her wrist like a white-hot bangle of 

metal. Thoughts of Lady Nyallostos and her forge ran through her mind: the 

hammer on iron, the flames through ember. The bandage on her arm ignited in 

frenetic pulses of heat and flame.  

Celesa was at first speechless. Her friend used magic to start a fire on her 

own hand. Only Tava would dare do this.  

“Does it hurt?” she asked Tava. 

“Only a little,” she said. “It doesn’t burn, but it makes me tired. I’ll light the 

way, but I think I’ll need to put it out before we reach the crypt.” She held her arm in 

front of her, willing the light towards the path ahead of them. The shadows seemed 

to crawl away. The girls could see where they were going; it was a twisted path, and 

Tava was glad she brought the stone, but with every second that passed, she seemed 

felt less aware of the world around her. It was a dizzying feeling - a feeling of 

excitement, like spinning around in circles when they were young.  

“I’ll lead the way,” said Celesa. She took Tava by the hand, and walked along 

the snaking pathway. Tava’s free hand was too warm.  In fact, Tava was giving off 

too much heat altogether. The fire was making Celesa sweat, and she worried for her 

friend. Tava’s eyes seemed to lose focus on the world around her. 

A gate, three times as tall as them loomed over their heads.  One half of the 

iron bars were pushed forward as if to invite any visitors. Celesa moved Tava’s arm 

upward to illuminate the writing above the archway. She couldn’t read it, which 

disappointed her. It was an old script, faded by time.  From what she could tell, she 
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wouldn’t have been able to read it even if it were freshly chiseled into the stone. It 

was the old tongue of Bryllenia - the language of the first Sisters before Lyssien the 

Golden brought her people to shore.  

“Put the light out,” said Celesa, “We’re here.” 

Tava pushed the sharpness of her mind forward through her mental fog. She 

was used to weaving spells into objects, but not weaving them through her own 

body. Her breathing was slow and labored. How could she stop the fire? She closed 

her eyes and pictured water and rain. It only seemed logical that it would work. She 

pictured the fresh sea from the watchtower, where the boats of the Last Sea 

Kingdom had sailed. She pictured Queen Lyssien the Gold, as she had seen in a 

statue near the Grand Hall.  

“Hurry!” said Celesa. “You’re too warm.” 

Tava searched for the right word. Was it water? Water cooled and soothed. It 

also drowned, she thought. If they no longer needed light, than the obvious word 

was -  

“Darkness,” she said.  

The fire disappeared in a wisp, like a candle blown out before bed. This time, 

there was no sting, but Tava felt cold, instantly. She hadn’t noticed that she was 

sweating, and the breeze that blew across her made very droplet feel like ice.  

“Are you hurt?” asked Celesa. 

Darkness.  

Tava wasn’t sure what she heard. Was it an echo of her own voice? She was 

sure it was just the magic settling. Tava unwrapped her bandage hand. As they 

stepped into through the crypt’s old gate, the moon hid behind a cloud. The skin on 

Tava’s hand glowed delicately like hot ember.  
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Upcoming Releases 
 

 

The Staghorn Crown is a work in progress.  

 

This PDF contains the opening chapters  of The Staghorn Crown.  

For more chapters, or to show your support, please visit:  

 

Patreon.com/CurtisWritesBooks and become a patron. As a patron, you receive 

chapters, news, and  updates on this series, as well as behind-the-scenes 

information. A finalized digital edition with all installments of The Staghorn Crown 

will be available to patrons in the Fall of 2018. 

Tell a Friend 

If you enjoyed these chapters, please spread the word to a friend. Direct them to, or 

follow me on, any of the social media sites below! Any like, follow, post, or retweet of 

my content helps me reach a broader audience of readers.  

 

Connect with me here: 

Patreon.com/CurtisWritesBooks 

Twitter.com/StaghornCrown 

Instagram.com/CurtisWritesBooks 

Facebook.com/CurtisTeichertBooks 

CurtisWritesBooks.com 

 

For questions or comments, please email the author at 

curtisteichertbooks@gmail.com with Staghorn Crown in the subject line. 
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